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Talina Dorne 
Raider, Equite, Unaffiliated 
Gray Path, Order of the Mercenary 
Director, Sephi Female, Right Handed 
Height: 1.61 m / 5'3" - Weight: 45.6 kg / 101 lbs - Age: 96 years 
 
Physical Description 
A female Sephi in her nineties Talina Dorne has long black hair down to her waist usually pulled 
back in some sort of braid or bun depending on her mood of the day. Her lavender skin is 
flawless and always impeccably made up with just the slightest hint of make up so as not to hide 
her natural beauty. Her face is thin and angular with a thin pointed jaw and sharp cheekbones. 
Her eyes are large and brown, while her nose is thin and slightly upturned at the tip and her lips 
are full and almost always curved up in a smile. Her clothing is always suitable to her 
surroundings. Business suits for the office and tight dresses that reveal her figure for the 
evenings. 
 
Preferred Weapons 
Merr-Sonn Q2 Holdout Blaster 
Vibrodagger 
 
Aspects 
 
General 
Due Diligence 
When Talina Dorne does things, she makes sure everything is done correctly, no matter how 
long it takes. This means there are frequent delays in Talina Dorne's work, but it's usually done 
right, at least. 
 
Strategist 
Through a combination of preparing, studying, and analyzing, Talina Dorne creates detailed 
battle plans and tries to think two steps ahead of the enemy. At times, however, this can lead to 
Talina Dorne creating complicated schemes that can baffle less intelligent subordinates. 
 
Personality 
Technically Legal 
Talina Dorne prefers to push the rules to the absolute limit. While he is unlikely to actually break 
rules or disobey orders, he toes the line between what is allowed and what isn't at every 
opportunity. 

 



 
I Am Not A Commitee 
Talina Dorne likes to engage in detailed discussions and think through situations carefully, often 
collaborating with others to seek their opinions before deciding on the best course of action. 
While this often ensures Talina Dorne is more fair and well-respected amongst his peers, 
sometimes others do not have time to discuss this in a committee. 
 
Combat 
Always Prepared 
Sometimes the only way to prepare for the worst is to always expect it. Talina Dorne takes this 
philosophy one step further by never leaving home without accounting for every possible 
scenario he might expect to encounter. Talina Dorne tends to always have the right tool or item 
for a situation and has a habit of quietly and almost smugly presenting solutions before anyone 
even recognizes there is a problem. This foresight is far from infallible, however, and he often 
finds himself at a loss in situations that go beyond what he could have imagined. While 
incredibly practical and often a life-saver in a pinch, his perpetually pessimistic outlook on daily 
life can be a bit draining on more optimistic-inclined companions. 
 
Clean Hands 
While fully capable of defending herself from the machinations of business rivals seeking to do 
her harm it would not be proper for a wealthy and respected business woman such as Talina 
Dorne to dirty her hands with violence. Because of this she employs a cadre of bodyguards, 
both organic and mechanical, to deal with situations that would otherwise tarnish her stellar 
reputation. 
 
Skills 
 
Adept(+4) Resolve, Intellect, Diplomacy 
Proficient (+3) Interrogation, Leadership, Linguistics, Empathy 
Trained (+2) Perception, Manipulation, Investigations, Blasters 
Learned (+1) Lore, Bladed Weapons, Primary Martial Arts, Endurance, Athletics 
 
Specialization 
 
Primary Martial Art Teras Kasi 
Primary Weapon Specialization Blasters 
Secondary Weapon Specialization Bladed 
 
Feats 
 
Skill Feats 
 

 



Cry No More - Talina Dorne has received specialized training in using his Empathy as a means 
of lulling a target into a false sense of security that can be capitalized on at the opportune 
moment. Talina Dorne can earn a target's trust without the need of manipulation or mind tricks, 
focusing solely on his ability to connect on an emotional level. 
 
Crooked Smile - Talina Dorne has received specialized training in using his Empathy as a 
means of lulling a target into a false sense of security that can be capitalized on at the 
opportune moment. Talina Dorne can earn a target's trust without the need of manipulation or 
mind tricks, focusing solely on his ability to connect on an emotional level. 
 
La Resistance - Talina Dorne’s body has been exposed and conditioned to various toxins and 
poisons through rigorous training over the years. His body is immune to normal doses of 
common poisons, but only partially resistant to heavy doses. Talina Dorne is still susceptible to 
more advanced or alchemy creations, however. 
 
Pulling. It. Off - Talina Dorne has a unique ability to pull off acrobatic stunts and feats of 
Athletics, without penalty, while wearing clothing that has been designed for style over function, 
such as tight dresses or robes, high-heeled shoes, corsets, and other apparel that would 
otherwise inhibit motion. 
 
The Hand Is Quicker - While unarmed and facing down an opponent wielding a weapon, Talina 
Dorne has a knack for being able to quickly disarm an opponent that is within striking range as 
long as it is at the start of a combat exchange. 
 
General Feats 
 
Sephi: Everyone Has A Tell - Sephi are notable for their long tapered ears. Besides her 
appearance, Talina Dorne's ears are known to twitch, swivel, and even flatten in 
accordance with his emotional state. While an endearing trait to some, it requires her to 
put forward a more conscious effort to control herself when attempting to disguise her 
emotions. 
 
Sephi: Tinkerer - Sephi are known in the galaxy for their long life and their affinity with 
droids and machinery. Talina Dorne has this same innate affinity when it comes to 
technology. As a result, she is able to more readily diagnose irregularities within droids 
others might miss when using his Mechanic skill. 
 
Shake What Ya Mama Gave Ya - Talina Dorne employs many tactics when trying to get what 
he wants, but his favorite tool is his body. When specifically using seduction tactics to coerce 
someone, Talina Dorne gains a one skill level boost to Manipulation while attempting to 
leverage his ‘figure’ as an advantage. 
 

 



True Colours - Talina Dorne can replace their Perception skill with Empathy to see through an 
act of deception by picking up on intent rather than investigative clues. Requires concentration, 
making it difficult to employ in combat. 
 
Disarming Smile - Talina Dorne is capable of flashing a disarming smile while appearing 
completely at ease and unthreatening. He can use their Subterfuge skill at one Skill Point higher 
prior to engaging in combat. 
 

 


